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ABSTRACT
Crowdsourcing employs human workers to solve computer-
hard problems, such as data cleaning, entity resolution, and
sentiment analysis. When crowdsourcing tabular data, e.g.,
the attribute values of an entity set, a worker’s answers on
the different attributes (e.g., the nationality and age of a
celebrity star) are often treated independently. This as-
sumption is not always true and can lead to suboptimal
crowdsourcing performance. In this paper, we present the
T-Crowd system, which takes into consideration the intri-
cate relationships among tasks, in order to converge faster
to their true values. Particularly, T-Crowd integrates each
worker’s answers on different attributes to effectively learn
his/her trustworthiness and the true data values. The at-
tribute relationship information is also used to guide task
allocation to workers. Finally, T-Crowd seamlessly sup-
ports categorical and continuous attributes, which are the
two main datatypes found in typical databases. Our exten-
sive experiments on real and synthetic datasets show that
T-Crowd outperforms state-of-the-art methods in terms of
truth inference and reducing the cost of crowdsourcing.
1. INTRODUCTION
Crowdsourcing is an effective way to address computer-
hard problems (e.g., entity resolution [8, 31, 32] and senti-
ment analysis [20, 39]) by utilizing numerous ordinary hu-
mans (called workers or the crowd). The general workflow
of crowdsourcing is as follows: at first a requester proposes
a problem, then the problem is transformed into many tasks
(i.e., questions), and finally the workers complete the tasks
assigned to them and they are given a monetary reward.
Many applications [14, 25, 26] crowdsource tabular data,
i.e., a collection of discrete and related items which are struc-
tured in a tabular form and comply to a schema. Each col-
umn represents a particular attribute or variable. Each row
corresponds to an entity and includes a value for each of
the variables. Table 1 illustrates an image recognition ex-
Table 1: Ground Truth about Celebrities
Picture Name Nationality Age Height
1 Gwyneth Paltrow United States 40 5′9
2 Jet Li China 45 5′6
3 James Purefoy Great Britain 48 6′1
Table 2: Answers to Tasks about Celebrities
Worker Pic Id Name Nationality Age Height
u1
1 Gwyneth Paltrow United States 39 5′9
2 Jet Li China 47 5′6
u2
1 Gwyneth Paltrow Canada 45 5′11
3 James Purefoy Great Britain 51 6′
u3
2 Jet Li China 45 5′6
3 Ciara´n Hinds United States 35 5′11
ample; given the picture of a celebrity, the goal is to collect
the name, nationality, age, and height of the person from
the crowd. The values shown in Table 1 are the unknown
(ground) truth data to be collected from the workers. Each
cell of this table can be considered as a task, i.e., a worker
may be asked to provide a value for the name of a celebrity
given his/her picture [26].
Crowdsourcing involves two interrelated processes: truth
inference and task assignment. Truth inference refers to
addressing noise and errors from the crowd in order to even-
tually infer the correct answer (or truth) for each task based
on the answers to it by all workers [11, 34]. Existing works
[10, 33, 37, 40] often model that a worker’s quality is consis-
tent in all the tasks. Task assignment refers to selecting an
appropriate set of tasks to assign to each incoming worker.
Selection of a task to assign can be based on how confident
we are already about the true value of the task (i.e., whether
we need more answers) [5] and/or what is the estimated
quality (i.e., reliability) of the worker on the specific task
(i.e., the expected information gain after the correspond-
ing assignment) [16, 39]. Truth inference can be used as a
module in task assignment, to estimate the confidence of
estimated true values [5, 20].
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Most crowdsourcing systems assume that the set of crowd-
sourced tasks are homogeneous and independent to each other.
For example, consider an image tagging problem; all tasks
request the same type of input from the workers (i.e., a set
of keywords) and there are no obvious dependencies among
different images. In this paper, we focus on crowdsourcing
tabular data, which are directly related to database appli-
cations. We identify the properties of these data that make
the application of previous work challenging and create op-
portunities for more effective crowdsourcing.
First, the datatypes and domains of different attributes
may vary. For example, in Table 1, the task “What is
the nationality of the person in Picture 1?” has a differ-
ent datatype compared to the task “What is the height of
the person in Picture 2?” (i.e., categorical vs. continuous).
Even attributes of the same datatype may have different
domains. As a result, approaches for integrating the an-
swers of a worker in homogeneous tasks in order to estimate
the worker’s quality are not directly applicable. These in-
clude the popular EM algorithm [9] for categorical data and
data integration models applied for continuous attributes
(GTM [37] and CATD [17]), to be discussed in Section 2.
As we will show, applying a different approach for each col-
umn does not transfer the knowledge from one datatype to
the other, i.e., the estimation of worker quality can be inac-
curate due to data sparsity.
Second, in tabular data, there are potential dependencies
between rows and columns. The difficulty of a task might
depend on the corresponding entity and attribute. As a re-
sult, the quality of a worker on a particular task may depend
on his/her quality on other tasks in the same row or column.
Take Table 2 as an example, which contains the answers of
three workers on tasks from Table 1. Observe that worker
u3 inputs a wrong name for the third picture, which means
that he does not recognize this celebrity. If we allow him
to provide values for the nationality, age and height of the
person in that picture, his answers would be unreliable, de-
spite the high quality of his input for the second picture.
This means that when computing the quality of a worker
for truth inference or task assignment, we should not con-
sider the columns independently, but we should take such
possible dependencies under consideration.
In this paper, we present the T-Crowd system, the first
crowdsourcing solution that considers all the aforementioned
properties of tabular data in both truth inference and task
assignment. T-Crowd processes the submitted answers by
each worker to infer a single quality for him or her, based on
the assumption that the quality of each worker is consistent
throughout the entire table. T-Crowd seamlessly integrates
the worker’s answers to tasks of different datatypes and do-
mains, addressing consistency and data sparsity issues that
would arise from the alternative approach of using differ-
ent models for different columns. For example, the overall
quality of worker u1 can be regarded as better than that
of worker u2 considering their answers to both categorical
and continuous values in Table 2. Unified worker quality
greatly improves the accuracy of truth inference and the
performance of task assignment, reducing the total number
of tasks to be assigned to workers until all true values are
estimated with high confidence.
T-Crowd includes a model that captures the importance
of tasks (i.e., how confident we are about their value es-
timates) in the different columns and rows, based on the
collected data so far. We also consider the quality of the
worker who is answering and define an inherent informa-
tion gain which is a uniform measure for ranking tasks with
respect to a given worker. Then we choose to assign to
the worker the tasks with the highest anticipated benefit.
In contrast, previous work on crowdsourcing tabular data
performs task assignment based on only how many more
answers are needed for each task, disregarding worker qual-
ity. To further improve performance, we utilize the potential
correlations between tasks. We define a structure-aware in-
formation gain which extends the inherent information gain
to also consider as a parameter the previous answers given
by the worker on tasks that appear in the same row, when
selecting new tasks to assign to him or her.
To summarize, our main contributions are as follows:
• We unify worker quality for all tasks in crowdsourced
tabular data, improving the accuracy of truth inference
and the performance of task assignment, compared to
models that treat each attribute independently.
• Given an incoming worker, we find a suitable set of
tasks for him/her based on the benefit of obtaining ad-
ditional answers in tasks, the worker’s inherent quality,
and the correlation of answer quality between tasks in
the same row.
• We evaluate T-Crowd on real and synthetic datasets;
the results demonstrate its superiority over existing
alternatives. Compared to previous work, T-Crowd
has better truth inference accuracy and converges to
the true values of the tasks using only about half of
the answers by the workers.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
discusses related work. Section 3 defines the problem and
gives an overview of our system. In Section 4, we present
our methodology for truth inference. Our task assignment
policy is presented in Section 5. Section 6 includes our ex-
perimental evaluation. Finally, we conclude in Section 7.
2. RELATED WORK
Related work falls into two categories: truth inference
methods used to infer the truth and task assignment strate-
gies for a incoming worker.
Truth Inference. The most basic truth inference meth-
ods are majority voting for multiple-choice tasks (i.e., cat-
egorical data) and taking the median for numerical tasks
(i.e., continuous data). These approaches regard all work-
ers as equal, disregarding any differences in their trustwor-
thiness. Methods such as D&S [9, 15] use a confusion ma-
trix to model a worker’s quality of a worker, and then use
an Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm to infer the
truth. More advanced approaches like TruthFinder [35], Ac-
cusim [12], and GLAD [33] improve accuracy using different
worker answering models or by considering more parame-
ters, such as the difficulty of the task. These methods fo-
cus on answering tasks on categorical data. Other methods,
such as GTM [37], are designed for continuous crowdsourced
data. CRH [18,19] and CATD [17] are two existing truth in-
ference approaches for both categorical and continuous data.
CRH [18] incorporates different distance functions between
the answers and the estimated truth to recognize the char-
acteristics of various data types. Specifically, CRH proposes
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an objective function and minimizes it by updating the es-
timated true values and source reliability (i.e., worker qual-
ity) in turns. CATD [17] considers both source reliability
and the confidence interval of the estimation. Additional
information of tasks or workers has also been considered in
truth inference, such as the latent topics of the tasks [21]
and the learn bias of workers [41].
The aforementioned works do not take into account the
nature of tabular data that we address in this paper. In Sec-
tion 4, we present an iterative Expectation-Maximization
(EM) truth inference algorithm, which improves the accu-
racy of truth inference from the answers compared to pre-
vious work. The novelty of our work is that we use a prob-
abilistic model for the answers of workers for different data
types and that we unify workers’ quality on categorical data
and continuous data explicitly, while methods like CRH de-
sign different distance functions for the different data types.
As CRH is primarily designed to discover truth from web
data, it may not adapt well to the problem of inferring truths
from workers’ answers, which exhibit a long-tail distribu-
tion. Our approach, which is customized for crowdsourcing,
performs better than CRH experimentally.
Task Assignment. Online task assignment selects which
tasks to assign to each incoming worker, in order to achieve
the maximum possible quality for the collected data. In sim-
ple crowdsourcing systems, like CDAS [20], the candidate
tasks are randomly assigned to workers. AskIt [5] is yet an-
other crowdsourcing platform, which assigns the tasks that
have the highest uncertainty, again disregarding the qual-
ity (or expertise) of the incoming worker for these tasks.
CrowdDB [14], Deco [25], and Qurk [22] are extensions of
relational database systems that incorporate the crowd’s
knowledge into query processing. They use answers from
the crowd to make up the missing values of query operators.
They are similar to our approach in that they collect tabular
data; however, they do not focus on the assignment strategy
and simply assign random tasks to workers. CrowdFill [26]
is the most similar and recent system for tabular data. In
CrowdFill, the workers are asked to select and answer tasks
from a subset of the table given to them and they can also
vote for the answers to these tasks by other workers. Due to
the different way of acquiring data from workers, CrowdFill
is not directly comparable to our work. Besides, CrowdFill
does not estimate worker quality, and does not use proper-
ties of tabular data (e.g., attribute dependencies) to assign
tasks to workers. Some methods [13,23,38] consider the case
where the tasks are relevant to different domains and work-
ers are given the tasks that match their domain expertise.
In [7,36], task assignment is modeled by a Markov Decision
process and solved as a multi-armed bandit problem, but
the application of the model is limited to only single-choice
or multiple-choice tasks. Other forms of online task assign-
ment, which need explicit workers’ collaboration, have been
studied in [28,29].
Different from the above works, our method focuses on
crowdsourcing datasets, which are structured and heteroge-
neous, presenting challenges and opportunities as discussed
in the Introduction. We consider the currently collected
data, the difficulty of tasks, and the correlations of answer
quality for tasks that refer to the same entity, to estimate the
quality of workers and to conduct task assignment targeting
the maximization of information gain of tasks.
Table 3: Table of Notations
Notation Description
cij cell (task) in the i-th row and j-th column
auij answer given by worker u for cell cij
A the set of all answers, i.e., A = {auij}
Tij distribution of estimated truth for cell cij
T ∗ij (T̂ij) ground truth (estimated truth) for cell cij
euij error of a
u
ij with respect to T̂ij
qu quality of worker u
αi (βj) difficulty of row i (column j)
3. PROBLEM DEFINITION
In this section, we formulate the problem and give an
overview of T-Crowd. As discussed in Section 1, our goal
is to perform crowdsourcing on a two-dimensional table C,
defined as follows.
Definition 1 (Tabular Data Model). We target the
crowdsourcing of a two-dimensional table C = {cij}, where
i ∈ {1, ..., N} and j ∈ {1, ...,M}. C has an entity attribute
which is the key attribute of the table. Each column is a cat-
egorical or a continuous attribute. Each cell cij represents
the value of the i-th entity in the j-th attribute, whose true
value (i.e., truth, or ground truth) is denoted as T ∗ij.
Table 1 shows an example of tabular data about celebrities
that we want to crowdsource. Age and Height are continu-
ous attributes, while Name and Nationality are categorical
attributes. The entity attribute is Picture. To obtain the
truth for the remaining attributes, we ask the crowd to pro-
vide answers.
Definition 2 (Task, Worker, Answer). A task is
related to a cell cij and the crowd (or workers) is asked to
answer the task, by providing values for the cell. Let U be a
set of workers. A worker u ∈ U will submit an answer auij,
if cell cij is assigned to u.
For example, to get the age of the second entity, a task
provides the picture of the second entity and asks workers
to input the age. Since workers may have different levels
of quality (e.g., some workers are experts, while some are
spammers), each task cij is often assigned to multiple work-
ers and all acquired answers for cij are aggregated to infer
the true value of cij . Next, we define the two problems that
we are addressing in this paper.
Definition 3 (Truth Inference). Given the set of
answers {auij}, by workers u ∈ U to cells cij, i ∈ {1, ..., N},
j ∈ {1, ...,M}, the problem of truth inference is to compute
an accurate estimate T̂ij for each cell cij’s true value T
∗
ij.
Definition 4 (Task Assignment). When a worker u
requests for a task for C, decide the task to be assigned to u.
As we will discuss, a worker’s previous answers, as well
as other workers’ answers, are both instrumental in task
assignment. It is also worth to note that existing crowd-
sourcing platforms, such as the Amazon Mechanical Turk
(AMT) [1], support the functionality of dynamically assign-
ing tasks to an incoming worker (e.g., the ‘external-HIT’
feature in AMT [2]). Table 3 summarizes the notations used
in this paper.
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Truth Inference
Crowdsourcing Platforms (e.g., AMT)
Requester(s)
Estimated truth of cells 
2
3
4
Workers’ answers 
T-Crowd
Information gain of cells
2
Task Assignment
Worker Tasks (cells)Worker’s answers
3 5
4
51
1 Schema of structure data (key and datatypes) 
31
Workers
5
Worker quality and cell difficulty
2
Estimated truthSchema
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Figure 1: System Architecture
System architecture. Figure 1 gives an overview of T-
Crowd, our proposed system for crowdsourcing tabular data.
A requester (e.g., a lifestyle journal) first defines the struc-
ture (i.e., schema) of the collected data, such as the datatypes
of the columns, and the key attribute. Then the requester
publishes tasks to a crowdsourcing platform, e.g., AMT [1].
For an incoming worker u, our Task Assignment module de-
termines one or more cells and assigns the corresponding
task(s) to u. This is based on the anticipated information
gain of the different cells by u’s answers. Intuitively, the
information gain is an estimate of how much more accurate
the cells’ values become upon collection of u’s inputs. When
the worker submits an answer auij for a cell cij to the system,
the Truth Inference module infers the estimated truth T̂ij .
To facilitate task assignment and truth inference, we also
estimate the quality of worker qu and the difficulty of cells
αi and βj . It assigns task(s) to workers and collect answers
from workers before the budget is exhausted.
4. TRUTH INFERENCE
In this section, we explain how T-Crowd performs truth
inference on tabular data. The quality of truth inference
for a data cell cij depends on the quality of workers who
answer cij , and the difficulty of cij . We first discuss how
to model worker quality and cell difficulty (Sections 4.1 and
4.2). Then, we show how to infer the true values of cells
based on these two factors (Section 4.3).
4.1 Quality of a Worker
The challenge in modeling worker quality is that attributes
may have different datatypes and difficulties; the answer set
of a categorical task is finite and nominal, while that of a
continuous task is an integer or a real number. Hence, it is
not straightforward to model the quality of a worker using
a single parameter. To address this problem, we propose a
unified model for both categorical and continuous attributes.
We model the truth of a categorical attribute l∗ as an
element in a finite unordered set of possible answers L =
{l1, l2, ..., l|L|}. An answer from a worker is either correct or
wrong depending on whether it is the same as the ground
truth. On the other hand, for a continuous attribute, the
quality of the answer depends on how close it is to the ground
truth. For example, if the height of Jet Li is 5′6, and a
worker answers 5′7, which is close to the truth, the answer
is considered to be a good one.
As discussed, our goal is to use a single parameter qu to
represent the quality of a worker u. For the ease of pre-
sentation, we first illustrate how the worker’s quality for
continuous datatypes can be modeled, and then show how
the model can be extended for categorical datatypes.
• For continuous datatypes, we model the distribution of
the answer given by worker u as a normal distribution: auij ∼
N (T̂ij , φu):
P (auij = x) =
1√
2piφu
exp
(− (x− T̂ij)2
2φu
)
, (1)
where T̂ij is the expected value of cij and φu is the vari-
ance of u. Intuitively, the higher the quality of a worker is,
the smaller the variance will be, as her answer should have
smaller difference from the truth. Inspired by this, we model
qu ∈ [0, 1] as the probability that the answer from worker u
falls into a small range () around the truth T̂ij :
qu = P ( a
u
ij ∈ [T̂ij − , T̂ij + ] ) = erf(/
√
2φu). (2)
Intuitively, qu is the area under the normal distribution
curve, where  is a general parameter that controls the shape
of the area and “erf” is the Gauss error function [4].
• For categorical attributes, qu ∈ [0, 1] indicates the prob-
ability that the worker u would correctly answer a task, i.e.,
P (auij = z) = (qu)
1{T̂ij=z} · ( 1− qu|L| − 1)1{T̂ij 6=z} , (3)
where 1{·} is an indicator function which returns 1 if the
argument is true; 0, otherwise. For example, 1{5=5} = 1 and
1{5=3} = 0. Intuitively, worker u has probability qu to give
the correct answer and we evenly distribute the probability
(1− qu) to the remaining (false) answers. Note that qu can
be expressed as in Eq. 2, meaning that we can use the same
quality measure for categorical and continuous attributes.
4.2 Difficulty of a Cell
The answers from workers do not only depend on their ex-
pertise, but they are also influenced by the difficulty of tasks.
Hence, in our model, the quality of answer auij depends on
the quality of worker u, the difficulty βj of attribute (i.e.,
column) j, and the difficulty αi of entity (i.e., row) i.
To incorporate the difficulty of each cell cij into the worker’s
quality, we define the variance of his/her answer to a cell cij
as φuij = αiβjφu. This means that the variance is positively
correlated to the difficulties αi and βj , and the inherent vari-
ance (φu) of answers by worker u. Then, following Equa-
tion 2, we represent the quality of worker u answering cell
cij as q
u
ij = erf
(
/
√
2αiβjφu
)
. To model the worker’s an-
swers on categorical and continuous data, Equations 1 and
3 can be changed accordingly, i.e., by replacing φu with φ
u
ij
and qu with q
u
ij .
Note that T̂ij , αi, βj and φu are unknown and we discuss
how to compute them later. The worker quality qu (q
u
ij) can
be calculated directly if we know αi, βj , and φu.
4.3 Inference Process
The objective function of the truth inference problem is
to maximize the likelihood of workers’ answers, i.e.,
arg max
α,β,φ
P (A|α, β, φ) = arg max
α,β,φ
∑
T
P (A, T |α, β, φ),
where A is the current set of answers by all workers on all
cells and T is a set of all hidden true values, i.e., T = {Tij}.
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Tij denotes the estimated distribution of truth in cell cij . To
optimize this non-convex function, we use the Expectation-
Maximization (EM) algorithm [11], which takes an iterative
approach. In each iteration of EM, the E-step computes
the hidden variables in T , and the M-step computes the
parameters αi, βj and φu (qu). Next, we provide details
about the E-step and the M-step.
Expectation Step (E-step). In the E-step, we compute
the posterior probabilities of hidden variable Tij ∈ T given
the values of α, β and φ and the observed variable Aij =
{auij}, u ∈ Uij , i.e., the current answer set of cell cij .
P ( Tij = z|Aij , αi, βj , φ ) ∝∏
u∈Uij
P (auij |Tij = z, αi, βj , φu) · Prior(Tij = z). (4)
Based on our defined worker model of P (Tij = z|Aij , αi, βj , φ)
for different datatypes, the distribution is defined as follows.
(1) For cells cij of continuous type, we regard that Prior(Tij =
z) follows a normal distribution N (µ0j , φ0j ), and Tij ∼
N (Tµij , Tφij), where Tµij and Tφij satisfy that
Tµij =
(∑
u∈Uij
auij
αiβjφu
+
µ0j
φ0j
)
Tφij ,
Tφij =
(∑
u∈Uij
1
αiβjφu
+
1
φ0j
)−1
.
(2) For cells cij of categorical type, we have
P (Tij = z) =
∏
u∈Uij [(q
u
ij)
1{au
ij
=z}
(
1−quij
|Lj |−1 )
1{au
ij
6=z}
]∑
z∈Lj
∏
u∈Uij [(q
u
ij)
1{au
ij
=z}
(
1−quij
|Lj |−1 )
1{au
ij
6=z}
]
,
where quij is defined as erf
(
/
√
2αiβjφu
)
and Lj is the label
set of column j. Prior(Tij = z) is uniform so it disappears.
Intuitively, the answer given by high quality worker will
be trusted more, i.e., given higher weight. To be specific,
we estimate the truth distribution Tij by combining the set
Aij of workers’ answers for cij . (1) T
µ
ij can be regarded as a
weighted average of answer auij based on the quality αiβjφu.
Tφij is a normalized term. (2) Similarly, P (Tij = z) is a
normalized product of the qualities quij of the workers whose
answer auij is z.
Maximization Step (M-step). In the M-step, we find
the values of parameters α, β and φ that maximize the ex-
pectation of the joint log-likelihood of the observed variable
A, as shown below:
Q(α, β, φ) = ET [lnP (A, T |α, β, φ)]
=
∑
j
∑
i
ETij
[
ln Prior(Tij) +
∑
u∈Uij
lnP (auij |Tij , αi, βj , φu)
]
.
(5)
Formula ETij [
∑
u∈Uij lnP (a
u
ij |Tij , αi, βj , φu)] is calculated
for the different datatypes, as follows.
(1) For cells cij of continuous type:
∑
u∈Uij
[−1
2
ln(2piαiβjφu)−
(auij − Tµij)2 + Tφij
2αiβjφu
].
(2) For cells cij of categorical type:∑
z∈Lj
P (Tij = z) ·
∑
u∈Uij
(
1{auij=z} ln erf(
√
2αiβjφu
)
+1{auij 6=z} ln
1− erf( √
2αiβjφu
)
|Lj | − 1
)
.
We apply gradient descent to find the values of α, β and
φ that locally maximize Q(α, β, φ).
Intuitively, a worker will be of high quality if his/her
answers are close to the estimated truth. Thus, we com-
pute a value φu that maximizes the expectation of the log-
likelihood of worker u’s answers au∗∗. Similarly, we also find
an αi (resp. βj) that maximizes the expectation of the log-
likelihood of answers a∗i∗ in row i (resp. a
∗
∗j in column j).
Algorithm. By combining the two steps above, we can it-
eratively update the parameters until convergence. Each Tij
is initialized by following the distribution in Prior(Tij). At
each iteration, the M-step applies gradient descent to find
αi, βj and φu by maximizing Equation 5 and the E-step ap-
plies Equation 4. We identify convergence if the differences
between the parameter values in subsequent iterations are
below a threshold (e.g., 10−5).
Finally we estimate the truth T̂ij of each cell cij as:
T̂ij =
{
Tµij , cij is continuous,
arg maxz∈Lj P (Tij = z) , cij is categorical.
Algorithm 1 shows the detailed process of inference.
Time Complexity. In the E-step, computing hidden vari-
able Tij for a continuous cell cij requires looping through
the observed variable Aij = {auij}, hence the complexity is
O(|Aij |). For a categorical cell cij , we need to additionally
loop through the possible answers, thus the cost becomes
O(l · |Aij |) where l = maxj(|Lj |). The total cost of the E-
step is therefore O(l · |A|), where A is the set of all obtained
answers. In the M-step, to compute Q(α, β, φ), we need to
loop for each cell and workers who answered this cell. The
number of loops is the same as |A|. Since we use gradi-
ent descent, we need to also compute the gradient of each
parameter which takes O(l · |A|). If gradient descent takes
v iterations to converge, this step takes O(vl · |A|) time in
total. Assuming that the algorithm needs w iterations to
converge, the total time complexity is O(wvl · |A|). In prac-
tice, l is constant, and v and w are smaller than 20, thus the
time complexity is linear to the number of answers.
5. ONLINE TASK ASSIGNMENT
In this section, we discuss how we select tasks for a worker
u. Section 5.1 defines an inherent information gain func-
tion to measure the utility of assigning a task to the worker,
which can handle both categorical and continuous data. The
function considers the quality of the worker, the need to ob-
tain more answers for the task, and the task’s difficulty. In-
tuitively, we prefer to assign tasks whose gain of information
will be improved the most if the incoming worker answers
them. In Section 5.2, we extend this to a structure-aware
information gain function, which also considers the correla-
tions in the qualities of answers given by the same worker
to different cells of the same row. Section 5.3 discusses the
assignment of multiple tasks to u.
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Algorithm 1: Truth Inference Method
Input: workers’ answers auij ∈ A, prior distribution of truth
Prior(Tij)
Output: truth distribution Tij ∈ T , worker’s quality φu,
difficulty of row αi and column βj
1 Initialize Tij using Prior(Tij)
2 while true do
3 // Step 1: Estimate Worker Quality and Cell Difficulty
4 Compute αi, βj and φu maximizing Eq. 5;
5 // Step 2: Infer the Truth
6 for 1 ≤ i ≤ N do
7 for 1 ≤ j ≤M do
8 Obtain Tij by Eq. 4;
9 // Check for Convergence
10 if Converged then
11 break;
12 return Tij , αi, βj and φu;
5.1 Inherent Information Gain
We need a uniform measure for the utility (or benefit)
of assigning a task (either categorical or continuous) to a
worker u with quality qu. For this purpose we define an in-
herent information gain function, following the steps below.
(1) For a categorical cell cij , the distribution of truth Tij
has been computed by P (Tij = z) in Equation 4, which
is the probability that label z is correct. Thus, Shannon
Entropy [3], a well-studied measure, can be used to define
the uncertainty of task cij :
Hs(Tij) = −
∑
z∈Lj
P (Tij = z) lnP (Tij = z).
(2) For a continuous cell cij , note that for a continuous dis-
tribution, the Differential Entropy [24] is defined as:
−
∫
X
f(x) ln f(x) dx,
where f(x) is a probability distribution. Recall that we
also define the distribution of truth Tij ∼ N (Tµij , Tφij) of a
continuous cell cij in Equation 4, so its Differential Entropy
can be computed as:
Hd(Tij) =
1
2
ln
(
2pi e Tφij
)
.
Given the above, we define a uniform entropy for a task
cij as:
H(Tij) =
{
Hd(Tij), if cij is continuous,
Hs(Tij), if cij is categorical.
A straightforward approach for task assignment to a worker
u is to select the task cij with the largest uniform entropy.
However, this is problematic, as Differential Entropy and
Shannon Entropy are not comparable; hence, task assign-
ments may be biased toward one datatype. For example,
as pointed out in [24], Differential Entropy can be negative
while Shannon entropy is always non-negative.
Alternatively, we use Delta Entropy to measure the in-
formation gain. Suppose AC is the current set of answers
we have collected, we can obtain the estimated truth dis-
tribution (denoted as Tij,AC ) for each task cij by the truth
inference method presented in Section 4. Specifically, for an
incoming worker u, we define the inherent information gain
of assigning task cij to her as:
IGq(cij) = H(Tij,AC )− Eauij [H(Tij,AC∪{auij})], (6)
where Tij,AC∪{auij} is the updated distribution of the esti-
mated truth for task cij after receiving a new answer a
u
ij
from worker u.
By using the inherent information gain measure defined in
Equation 6, we alleviate the problem that the domains of the
two entropy types are different. If we discretize the range of
a continuous random variable X using bins of width ∆, we
can compute the Shannon entropy for this new discretized
random variable X∆, and we have the following formula if
X’s pdf is Riemann integrable:
Hs(X
∆) + ln ∆→ Hd(X), as ∆→ 0.
Hence, if ∆ is small, Hd(X1)−Hd(X2) ≈ Hs(X∆1 )−Hs(X∆2 ),
which means that the subtraction of differential entropies
can be transformed into subtraction of Shannon entropies.
As a result, for cells of different types, IG(cij) is comparable.
Algorithm 2 shows the detailed process of assignment.
Computing the distribution of Eauij [H(Tij,AC∪{auij})].
The distribution of an answer auij follows the worker model
in Equations 1 and 3 for continuous and categorical tasks,
respectively. For a categorical task cij , the domain of a
u
ij is
a finite label set, so we use all possible values auij to obtain
Tij,AC∪{auij} using the inference method described in Section
4. For a continuous task, since the the domain of auij is R,
we apply sampling to approximate the value of Tij,AC∪{auij}.
However, it is quite expensive to run the inference method
for each possible answer. Because one more possible answer
is quiet small compared with current set of answers, we ac-
celerate by updating the parameters related to this answer
mostly and maintaining other parameters. Thus, for a new
answer auij , we update truth distribution Tij , and the qual-
ities of workers who have answered task cij .
Time Complexity. To compute the benefit for each task
cij (Equation 6), we should first iterate through the pos-
sible answers given by the incoming worker and compute
a new distribution of truth Tij . The number of possible
answers for a categorical task cij is |Lj | and for a contin-
uous task is the fixed sampling number scont. Because we
approximate the inference method, it only takes O(l · |P |)
where P is the set of parameters we need to update. Let
s = max(maxj(|Lj |), scont); the total cost of considering one
task for a certain worker is O(sl · |P |). Then, computing the
information gains of all tasks takes O(NMsl · |P |). Since P
includes the truth distribution Tij and the qualities of work-
ers who have answered task cij , P mainly depends on the
average answers per task. Thus, O(NMsl ·|P |) ≈ O(sl ·|A|).
Parallel or distributed computation can be used to accel-
erate task assignment, as the consideration of the different
tasks are independent. For example, we separate different
tasks and different possible answers to different machines or
processes and compute the corresponding information gains
in parallel without the need of data communication.
5.2 Structure-Aware Information Gain
The task assignment approach based on inherent infor-
mation gain, described in Section 5.1, does not utilize the
structural information of C. We now propose a structure-
aware task assignment method. The basic idea is to estimate
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Algorithm 2: Online Task Assignment Method
Input: Budget B
Output: truth distribution Tij ∈ T
1 Initialize each task with several answers from workers
2 while Budget B is not exhausted do
3 // Step 1: Analyze current situation
4 Run truth inference to obtain Tij , αi, βj and φu
5 // Step 2: Find task c∗ with highest benefit for incoming
worker u
6 for 1 ≤ i ≤ N do
7 for 1 ≤ j ≤M do
8 Compute information gain IG(cij) by Eq.6
9 if IG(cij) > IG(c
∗) or c∗ is not defined then
10 c∗ = cij
11 // Step 3: Collect answers
12 Publish task c∗ and collect worker u’s answer
13 Run truth inference to obtain the final Tij
14 return Tij
correlation, i.e., the conditional distribution of the error on a
task cij , given the errors on other tasks cik in the same row.
For this, we consider the answer history of all the workers
and then use the conditional distribution to obtain a better
estimation of the target worker u’s error on task cij .
We first define ej as a random variable for the error of
all the answers a∗∗j on attribute j, and we view the error of
each answer euij as a sample of ej . For a continuous attribute,
euij = a
u
ij−T̂ij , while for a categorical attribute, euij is simply
0 or 1, considering whether auij equals T̂ij .
Suppose worker u has answered task cik before; then,
P
(
euij |euik
)
= P (ej |ek = euik) ,
where P (ej |ek) is the correlation between attributes j and k.
We estimate P (ej |ek) with a maximum likelihood method
considering all the answers we have collected. The compu-
tation of P (ej |ek) is discussed later.
When worker u has answered multiple tasks on row i, we
need to consider all the observed errors for row i. However,
it is not practical to estimate the conditional distribution,
given errors from multiple attributes, due to data sparsity.
Hence, we consider a linear combination of the correlations.
Formally, we have:
P
(
euij |Eui
)
=
∑
cik∈Lui Wjk · P (ej |ek = e
u
ik)∑
cik∈Lui Wjk
, (7)
where Lui is the set of tasks which worker u has answered on
row i and the observed error set Eui = {euik|cik ∈ Lui }. Wjk
is the correlation coefficient between attribute j and k:
Wjk =
(Mj −M j)(Mk −Mk)√
(Mj −M j)2
√
(Mk −Mk)2
, (8)
where Mj (Mk) is the error vector on attribute j (k) and
each element in the vector, i.e., e∗∗j (e
∗
∗k) is defined as above.
M j (Mk) is also a vector, where each element is the mean
of vector Mj (Mk).
After obtaining the conditional distribution of euij , we also
obtain a more accurate distribution of answer auij . Then,
we calculate the structure-aware information gain IGc(cij)
using Equation 6.
Table 4: Marginal Distribution P (ej)
Type j Distribution Estimated Parameter(s)
Categorical Bernoulli, B(1, ψpj ) ψpj
Continuous Normal, N (ψµj , ψφj ) ψµj , ψφj
Table 5: Conditional Distribution P (ej |ek)
Type j Type k Distribution Estimated Parameter(s)
Categorical Categorical Bernoulli ψprjk , ψ
pw
jk
Continuous Continuous Normal ψ~µjk, ψ
Σ
jk
Categorical Continuous Bernoulli ψµrkj , ψ
φr
kj , ψ
µw
kj , ψ
φw
kj
Continuous Categorical Normal ψµrjk , ψ
φr
jk , ψ
µw
jk , ψ
φw
jk
Computing the Correlation P (ej |ek). Correlation is de-
fined as the conditional probability between two columns
j and k which can also be estimated from known answers.
Since we have categorical and continuous columns, we have
four cases in total as shown in Table 5. We calculate the
joint probability and the marginal probability, and obtain
the conditional probability by:
P (ej |ek) = P (ej , ek)
P (ek)
.
(1) Marginal distribution. As shown in Table 4, we in-
troduce the marginal probability P (ej). Following the def-
inition above, a categorical column is regard as a Bernoulli
distribution so we estimate ψpj = P (ej). Similarly, a contin-
uous column is a Normal distribution, so we estimate ψµj as
mean and ψφj as variance.
(2) Conditional distribution. We now explain how to
obtain the conditional probability P (ej |ek). W.l.o.g., we
assume we already know worker u’s answer is auik so we know
euik; then, we have the four cases shown in Table 5. For
each of these cases, we use maximal likelihood method to
estimate the corresponding parameters. We elaborate on
the four cases below:
(a) both categorical: we need to estimate two parame-
ters: ψprjk = P (ej |ek = euik = 0) and ψpwjk = P (ej |ek = euik =
1) separately.
(b) both continuous: Because both columns follow nor-
mal distributions, the joint distribution P (ej , ek) is a bivari-
ate normal distribution and we estimate ψ~µjk as the mean
vector and ψΣjk as the covariance matrix. Assume that ψ
~µ
jk =(
µj
µk
)
, ψΣjk =
(
σ2j ρσjσk
ρσjσk σ
2
k
)
. The conditional distribu-
tion P (ej |ek = euik) is also a normal distribution N (µj +
σj
σk
ρ(x− µk), (1− ρ2)σ2j ).
(c) column k is categorical and column j is continu-
ous: We assume that the conditional distributions P (ej |ek =
0) and P (ej |ek = 1) obey normal distributions. We obtain
N (ψµrjk , ψφrjk ) when euij = 0 and N (ψµwjk , ψφwjk ) when euij = 1.
(d) column j is categorical and column k is con-
tinuous: Based on the same assumptions as in case c),
we can estimate that P (ek|ej = 0) follows N (ψµwkj , ψφwkj )
and P (ek|ej = 1) follows N (ψµrkj , ψφrkj ). Because we also
know P (ek = e
u
ik), P (ej = 0) and P (ej = 1), we cal-
culate conditional distributions P (ej = 0|ek = euik) and
P (ej = 1|ek = euik) accordingly.
Time Complexity. To compute the correlation P (ej |ek),
we should iterate through each column and calculate the
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Table 6: Statistics of Real-world Datasets
Dataset #Rows #Columns #Cells #Ans. per Task
Celebrity 174 7 1218 5
Restaurant 203 5 1015 4
Emotion 100 7 700 10
corresponding conditional distribution. Because there are
M columns, the total cost is O(M · |A|). The same time
is needed to calculate the correlation coefficient Wjk. The
cost of computing the benefit of each task is the same as
that of computing the Inherent Information Gain, which is
discussed before. In total, the cost is O((M + sl) · |A|).
5.3 Assigning Multiple Tasks to Workers
So far we focused on how to select one task to assign to
the incoming worker. This does not restrict the applicability
of our approach in the case that multiple tasks should be
determined and given to the worker as a batch (e.g., as in a
HIT on AMT [1]). Suppose that the worker is to be assigned
a set D = {ci1j1 , ci2j2 , · · · , ciKjK} of K tasks. From the set
AD = {aui1j1 , aui2j2 , · · · , auikjk} of estimated answers to the
tasks by the worker, we can update the distribution of the
estimated truth Tij,AC∪AD for each task cij ∈ D. Then, we
can calculate the information gain for D as:
IG(D) =
∑
cij∈D
(
H(Tij,AC )−EAD [H(Tij,AC∪AD )]
)
. (9)
Because the search space of D is
(
N·M
K
)
, finding K tasks
which maximize IG(D) is expensive. To alleviate the cost,
we can apply a greedy approach that iteratively selects the
top-K tasks with the largest IG(cij).
6. EXPERIMENTS
We now present the experimental results. We discuss the
experiment datasets in Section 6.1. In Sections 6.2 and
6.3, we compare different crowdsourcing solutions in terms
of truth inference and task assignment respectively. We
perform case studies in Section 6.4. Results on synthetic
datasets are shown in Section 6.5.
We have implemented a prototype of T-Crowd and other
crowdsourcing solutions in Python 2.7, on a Ubuntu server
with 8-core Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-3770 CPU @ 1.60GHz
cores and 16 GB memory.
6.1 Datasets
We use three real datasets to perform the experiments.
Their statistics are shown in Table 6.
Celebrity [6]. This dataset contains the information of
celebrities. Given a celebrity’s picture, workers are requested
to provide the following attribute values: name, age, height,
nationality, ethnicity, notability, and facial expression of the
celebrity in the picture. While name, nationality, and eth-
nicity are categorical, age, height, notability, and facial are
continuous. The ground truth for name and age are ob-
tained from [6]. We label the true values of other attributes
manually.
Restaurant [27]. This dataset contains information about
restaurants. Given a review about a certain restaurant,
workers are asked to specify the aspect (e.g., food or lo-
cation), attribute (e.g., price or style), and sentiment (e.g.,
negative or positive) of the review. They are asked to iden-
tify the target (i.e., the restaurant referred by the review)
by its starting and end position in the text. Here, aspect,
attribute, and sentiment are categorical; the starting and
end positions are continuous. We obtain the reviews and
ground truth of the restaurants from [27].
Emotion [30]. This dataset collects scores for different
emotions from a small piece of text. Each worker is asked
to give a number in [0,100] for each of the following six emo-
tions: anger, disgust, fear, joy, sadness, and surprise, and a
single numeric rating in the interval [-100,100] for his over-
all (positive or negative) sentiment about the text. Here, all
the 7 attributes are continuous. The workers’ answers and
the ground truth are provided by [30].
For the Celebrity and Restaurant datasets, we collected
the workers’ answers by AMT [1]. Each task in Celebrity
and Restaurant is answered 5 and 4 times, respectively, by
different workers. We spent $0.05 per HIT where the number
of tasks put in a HIT is the same as the number of columns.
So, each dataset costed us $43.5 and $40.6, respectively. For
Emotion, we use the workers’ answers from [30]; each task
is answered 10 times.
6.2 Truth Inference
We study the effectiveness of our truth inference approach
and other existing solutions:
(1) For both categorical and continuous data:
• T-Crowd: our method proposed in Section 4. TC-onlyCate
and TC-onlyCont are the constrained versions of T-Crowd
that apply only on the categorical or continuous attributes.
• CRH [18]: CRH detects truth from heterogeneous data
types by minimizing a loss function.
• CATD [17]: CATD detects truth from multi-source data
that follows a long-tail distribution along with confidence
intervals.
(2) For categorical data only:
• Majority Voting (MV): MV determines the correct labels
based on the majority of answers from workers.
• D&S [9]: D&S iteratively estimates each worker’s confu-
sion matrix, which is used to infer the correct labels.
• GLAD [33]: GLAD is a probabilistic approach for crowd-
sourcing categorical data.
• Zencrowd [10]: Zencrowd is a variant of D&S.
(3) For continuous data only:
• Median: Median uses the median of workers’ answers as
the estimated true value.
• GTM [37]: GTM is a truth-finding method specially de-
signed for continuous data.
Effectiveness Measures. We adopt the following mea-
sures, proposed in [18], for evaluating the effectiveness of
truth inference on categorical and continuous data items:
• Error Rate: For categorical data, we measure the Error
Rate by computing the percentage of mismatched values be-
tween each method’s predicted truth and the ground truth.
• MNAD (Mean Normalized Absolute Distance): It is the
root of mean squared distance (RMSE) between each method’s
estimated truth and the ground truth. Since different at-
tributes have different scales, we normalize each attribute’s
RMSE by its own standard deviation and average them.
Effectiveness Comparison. In Table 7, we summarize the
effectiveness of truth inference by all methods in terms of Er-
ror Rate and MNAD on the three real-world datasets. We
can observe that our proposed approach T-Crowd is better
than all other methods both on categorical data and contin-
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Table 7: Effectiveness of Truth Inference
Celebrity Restaurant Emotion
Method Error Rate MNAD Error Rate MNAD MNAD
T-Crowd 0.0441 0.6339 0.1855 0.5607 0.5961
CRH 0.0460 0.6737 0.1921 0.5835 0.7224
CATD 0.0498 0.7113 0.1954 0.7234 0.6648
Maj. Voting 0.0573 / 0.2003 / /
EM 0.0620 / 0.2463 / /
GLAD 0.0498 / 0.1905 / /
Zencrowd 0.0479 / 0.1872 / /
TC-onlyCate 0.0498 / 0.1986 / /
Median / 0.6998 / 0.6784 0.7026
GTM / 0.6516 / 0.5871 0.6792
TC-onlyCont / 0.6400 / 0.5682 0.5961
uous data. On Celebrity, our method reduces the error rate
by 4% on categorical data and the MNAD by 2.7% on con-
tinuous data compared to the best result of other methods.
The corresponding reductions on Restaurant are 2.6% and
4%. On Emotion, we outperform previous work by 10%.
CRH does not have stable performance as it is effective on
Celebrity and Restaurant, but ineffective on Emotion. Sim-
ilarly, CATD is good in terms of error rate but not good in
terms of MNAD. Overall, our method is more robust com-
pared to CRH and CATD.
We also test constrained versions of T-Crowd that apply
only on the categorical or only on the continuous attributes
of the table; the corresponding versions of our approach
are denoted by TC-onlyCate and TC-onlyCont, respectively.
Note that the effectiveness of T-Crowd is better than that
of its constrained versions and that the constrained versions
are competitive compared to other methods in their class.
In summary, T-Crowd outperforms truth inference ap-
proaches which are applied on categorical and continuous
data separately. This result demonstrates the benefit of
modeling worker quality by a probabilistic model in a unified
manner for all datatypes.
6.3 Task assignment
We compare the effectiveness of task assignment by our
approach against other crowdsourcing methods.
Competitors. We compare T-Crowd, which uses the truth
inference method of Section 4.3 and the task assignment
method in Section 5.2 with the following approaches:
• CDAS [20]: CDAS measures the confidence of the cur-
rently estimated values of all tasks based on a quality-sensitive
answering model. Each task for which we are already confi-
dent is “terminated” and no longer assigned to workers. At
each step, CDAS selects at random a non-terminated task
to assign to the incoming worker.
• AskIt! [5]: AskIt! uses an entropy-like method to define
the uncertainty of each task, and infers the truth by Ma-
jority Voting. The task with the highest uncertainty is the
next one to be assigned to the incoming worker.
• CRH [18]: CRH is an inference method suitable for hetero-
geneous data. It does not focus on task assignment, hence,
tasks are randomly assigned to the incoming workers.
• CATD [17]: CATD is an inference method suitable for het-
erogeneous data, which does not focus on task assignment.
Similar to CRH, we collected answers by randomly assigning
tasks.
Effectiveness Measures. As in the evaluation of truth
inference, we use Error Rate and MNAD to measure task
assignment quality. Specifically, for each tested method, we
measure the Error Rate and MNAD as a function of the
average number of answers collected by task so far. A good
method would be able to converge fast with fewer answers
per task(i.e., by performing fewer assignments and hence
spending less money). Besides, it should achieve a lower
true value estimation error when it converges.
End-To-End Comparison. To perform a fair comparison
with existing work, we performed experiments on AMT [1]
by using the same settings for the different methods (i.e.,
each task costs the same). We use the ‘external-HIT’ [2]
feature provided by AMT to dynamically assign tasks for
the incoming worker. To assess the effectiveness of task
assignment, we vary the budget and compare the Error Rate
and MNAD of each method under the same budget. To
be specific, for each budget, we record the error rate and
MNAD on all real datasets as more answers are collected.
Figure 2 shows the experimental results. Naturally, the
error rate and MNAD of all assignment policies decrease as
more answers are received from the workers and converge to
good results after a large number of answers. Askit! uses
an entropy-like method, which makes it prefer continuous
tasks first. Thus its MNAD drops fast while the error rate
remains high. After selecting all continuous tasks, its error
rate starts to drop. Since no task is terminated in the first
few iterations, CDAS converges slowly. In addition, since
its inference method is simple, the final inferred result is not
good compared to that of other methods. CRH and CATD
are not probabilistic, which do not use metrics, like entropy
or information gain, as the objective for task assignment, so
they do not perform as well as T-Crowd. They are superior
to Askit! and CDAS because they are more effective in
inferring the true values of tasks.
We observe that our proposed approach T-Crowd con-
verges much faster to a low error rate and MNAD compared
to the other policies. Specifically, T-Crowd converges to
low values before the average number of answers per task
is 3 on Celebrity and Restaurant and 6 on Emotion, which
shows the effectiveness of our structure-aware information
gain measure as an assignment criterion. In addition, due
to our superior truth inference method, the values eventu-
ally inferred by our framework are better compared to those
inferred by the other methods.
6.4 Case Studies
We performed several case studies in order to assess the
quality of our system. Due to space constraints, we only
report the results on Restaurant. Similar observations can
be derived by experimentation on the other datasets.
6.4.1 Worker Quality
Our first study’s goal is to show that (1) each worker’s ac-
tual quality (computed based on the ground truth) is consis-
tent among different attributes; (2) each worker’s estimated
quality can be well calibrated to the worker’s actual quality.
Consistent Quality for Different Attributes. We col-
lected statistics from the Restaurant dataset to support our
assumption in truth inference: a worker has consistent qual-
ity over different datatypes of attributes. In Figure 3, we
plot a heat map, with the x-axis representing the 25 work-
ers who have given the largest number of answers and the
y-axis representing categorical attributes ‘Aspect’ and ‘Sen-
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Figure 4: Estimated and Actual Worker Quality
timent’ and continuous attributes ‘StartTarget’ and ‘End-
Target’. Different colors are aligned to standard deviation
values (above the colorbar) for continuous attributes and
error rates (below the colorbar) for categorical attributes.
The color of each pixel represents the average error of an-
swers given by worker u to the tasks on attribute j. For a
categorical attribute j, the error is the percentage of wrong
answers. For a continuous attribute j, the error is the stan-
dard deviation of the differences between the answers and
the ground truth. The red color (far right) implies larger
error and lower worker quality, while the blue color (far
left) means smaller error and better worker quality. Observe
that the workers have consistent performance for categori-
cal and continuous attributes. In addition, the colors for the
same worker are similar regardless the attribute type, which
means that each worker’s actual quality is consistent among
different attributes.
Calibration to the Actual Quality. Figure 4 shows that
our estimated quality of a worker is close to the actual qual-
ity. Each point represents a worker and the x-axis value is
the quality estimated by our method while the y-axis value
is the actual worker’s quality. We also show the result of a
linear regression. Observe the strong correlation between
our estimated quality and actual quality; the correlation
coefficient is 0.844 for categorical attributes and 0.841 for
continuous attributes.
6.4.2 Assignment Heuristics
We evaluate the performance of different assignment heuris-
tics. Note that for all of them, we use our inference approach
(Section 4.3). The tested heuristics are listed as follows:
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Figure 6: Correlation Among Attributes
• Random: randomly chooses the task assigned to the worker.
• Looping: selects the next task in a round-robin manner.
• Entropy: greedily chooses the next task which has the
highest uncertainty (defined as entropy).
• Inherent Information Gain: proposed in Section 5.1.
• Structure-Aware Information Gain: proposed in Section 5.2.
Figure 5 presents the Error Rate and MNAD as a function
of number of tasks assigned to the workers on Restaurant.
The results on the other datasets are similar and omitted
for the interest of space. Random and Looping select tasks
without considering the answers collected so far, so they
converge slowly. Entropy is biased toward selecting con-
tinuous tasks over categorical first; hence, this heuristic re-
duces the MNAD fast, but not the Error Rate. Inherent and
Structure-Aware Information Gain consider the continuous
and categorical tasks fairly and decrease the Error Rate and
MNAD simultaneously. Besides, Structure-Aware Informa-
tion Gain converges faster than Inherent Information Gain
w.r.t. MNAD because it also considers the correlations be-
tween attributes. Recall that we use Structure-Aware Infor-
mation Gain as our default method.
6.4.3 Correlation Among Attributes
We perform one more experiment to support our assump-
tion that there exist correlations among attributes, by ana-
lyzing the answers of workers.
Figure 6 shows the experimental results. In the left part
of the figure observe that attributes ‘Aspect’ and ‘Senti-
ment’ have strong correlation. Specifically, if a worker an-
swers ‘Aspect’ correctly, the probability to answer ‘Senti-
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ment’ correctly is 86%. However, if a worker answers ‘As-
pect’ wrongly, the probability to answer ‘Sentiment’ cor-
rectly is only 73%. In the right part of the figure, we plot
a scatter diagram, with each point representing a worker’s
error on attributes ‘StartTarget’ and ‘EndTarget’. We use
maximum likelihood estimation to obtain the joint distribu-
tion of errors on these two attributes as described in Section
5.2. We observe a positive correlation between errors on at-
tributes ‘StartTarget’ and ‘EndTarget’, which justifies our
proposed Structure-Aware Information Gain method that
considers correlations among attributes. For example, if the
error of ‘StartTarget’ is 0, the distribution of ‘EndTarget’
error is N (0.28, 0.76). However, if the error of ‘StartTarget’
is 6, the distribution of ‘EndTarget’ error is N (3.75, 0.76).
In other words, knowing the exact answer of a worker on
one attribute can help to predict his answer distribution for
other attributes better.
6.5 Synthetic Data
In this section, we use two types of synthetic data, in order
to test the performance of our truth inference approach in
cases not covered by the real data settings.
6.5.1 Tests on tables with different properties
We assess the performance of T-Crowd in terms of truth
inference effectiveness by changing the following parameters
of our data generator: the number of columnsM , the ratio of
categorical to the total number columns R and the average
difficulty of tasks µ{αiβj}. The default parameters are M =
10, R = 0.5 and µ{αiβj} = 1. The rest of the settings are
as follows:
Worker Sequence and Worker Quality: We use the
same number of workers as that in our real experiments for
the dataset Celebrity and assume that the workers arrive in
the same sequence and that they have the same quality as
in the real experiment.
Data and Ground Truth Generation: We imple-
mented a generator for a table that takes as input the num-
ber of rows N and columns M , and the datatype and domain
range of each column. The number of possible answers in a
categorical column is generated from a uniform distribution
U(2, 10). The domain of a continuous column is [0, 1000].
The ground truth Tij of each cell cij is generated by select-
ing a value in the corresponding domain randomly.
Workers’ Answers: For each worker in sequence, his
answer at each cell needs to be generated. The answer auij
of each worker u at each cell cij is created based on the
ground truth Tij and his quality qu, based on Eq. 1 and 3.
For fairness to all methods and since we focus on truth
inference, we simulate the assignment strategy used in AMT,
i.e., each task gets the same number of answers. For different
parameters, we generate new datasets one hundred times
and average the results to obtain the error rate and MNAD.
We also run other inference methods and found that our
method is dominant both on error rate and MNAD.
Results. In the first experiment, we vary the number of
columns from 5 to 50. Figure 7 shows that the error rate
and MNAD decline gradually when the number of columns
increases, showing that T-Crowd infers the quality of each
worker and estimates truth more accurate if we have more
data. Besides our method is significantly better than the
other two approaches. Next, we vary the ratio of categor-
ical attributes from 0% to 100%. Figures 8(a) and Figure
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8(b) show that our method’s error rate and MNAD do not
change much when the ratio varies. Finally, we vary the
average difficulty of each cell cij (i.e., the average αiβj , as
defined in Section 4.2) from 0.5 to 3. High difficulty implies
that the probability that workers answer correctly decreases,
hence the error rate and MNAD increase as shown in Figure
9. For easier tasks, our method is significantly better than
the others, but when the average difficulty is high, which
means that the workers’ answers are not credible, all meth-
ods perform badly.
6.5.2 Noise in Workers’ Answers
To further demonstrate the advantage of our proposed
approach T-Crowd, we conduct simulation experiments by
adding noise to the original data collected for Celebrity
dataset. We vary the percentage γ of altered original an-
swers by the workers from 10% to 40% (i.e., γ is the per-
centage of answers with added noise).
For a categorical answer, we randomly select a new label
from its domain and replace the original label. For a contin-
uous answer, Gaussian noise is added. We first preprocess
this answer by transforming it into its z-score. A new nor-
malized answer is generated by adding the noise which was
generated by a Gaussian distribution N (0, 1). We finally
11
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change it to the original scale and obtain the new answer.
We randomly choose NMγ answers with replacement to add
noise and the rest of the answers stay the same.
For different levels of noise γ, we generate new datasets
one hundred times. For each method, we run experiments
three times to smoothen out possible instabilities. Hence we
run in total 300 simulations for each method and average
them to obtain the error rate and MNAD for different levels
of noise γ.
Figure 10(a) and 10(b) show the results. The error rate in-
creases while MNAD declines when γ increases. The reason
for the decrease of MNAD is that the normalization denom-
inator is the standard deviation of answers in each column.
The growth rate of standard deviation is higher than that
of RMSE which makes MNAD to decline.
T-Crowd performs well and stably when the level of noise
γ increases both in terms of error rate and MNAD. T-Crowd
has a very similar error rate and MNAD to CRH and GTM,
respectively.
6.6 Efficiency
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Figure 12: Efficiency of Truth Inference
In this section, we evaluate the efficiency of T-Crowd. We
first investigate the truth inference cost on Celebrity dataset
and then show its running time on a single machine. Fig-
ure 12(a) shows the change of the objective value in truth
inference at each iteration. Note that our inference model
converges to the estimated value, after only a few iterations.
We confirm the low cost of truth inference by measuring
the throughput of T-Crowd, i.e., how many answers it can
process per second. For this purpose, we use the synthetic
data used in Section 6.5, as the number of answers collected
for real data are limited. Figure 12(b) shows that the run-
time of T-Crowd is approximately linear to the number of
answers; T-Crowd can process approximately 100 answers
per second on a single machine. This performance is ac-
ceptable, given that the rate of incoming answers is much
lower in a real crowdsourcing system. It corresponds to the
time complexity O(wvl · |A|) at the end of Section 4.3.
Finally, we measure the time required to assign a new task
to an incoming worker on the Celebrity dataset. We assume
that we already obtain the estimated truth from truth infer-
ence method. We show the running time of computing the
structure-aware information gain for all candidate tasks each
time a new worker arrives. Because it is easy to parallelize
task assignments, we run eight processes on our machine. As
shown in Figure 11, the assignment cost increases linearly
with the average number of answers collected so far for each
task. This is consistent to our complexity analysis at the
end of Section 5.1, which suggests that the cost is linear
to the total number |A| of answers so far. Still, as the fig-
ure shows, new assignments can be conducted in real-time,
which is important for a real crowdsourcing platform.
7. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we design a unified crowdsourcing frame-
work for collecting multi-type tabular data. Most existing
methods, which are designed for simple tasks that are all
of the same datatype are not effective enough in terms of
both truth inference and task assignment. Based on the
characteristics of tabular data, we propose a probabilistic
truth inference model that unifies worker quality on both
categorical and continuous datatypes. Besides, we improve
the accuracy of truth inference by considering the variance
in the difficulty of different tasks. In addition, we design
an information gain function which we use for selecting the
tasks to assign to workers, based on the current answers and
the workers’ quality. We extend this function to consider the
correlation in the quality of certain worker’s answers for the
same entity. Our experiments on three real datasets and
synthetic datasets confirm the superiority of our methods,
both in truth inference and task assignment compared to
the state-of-the-art.
In the future, we plan to conduct experiments with larger
tables compared to the ones we have used in Section 6. In
addition, we plan to extend our approach to apply on tables
for which entities are not known. In this case, entities should
also be collected from the crowd. A third direction is the ac-
celeration of truth inference and task assignment by parallel
and/or distributed computation as discussed at the end of
Section 5.1. Finally, we will explore the possible improve-
ment of our approach by exploiting the possible correlations
between entities (not only attributes), e.g., a worker may be
more familiar to celebrities starring in a certain category of
films or shows.
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